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Abstract
Oblivious transfer with access control is a protocol where
data in the database server are protected with access
control policies and users with credentials satisfying the
access policies are allowed to access them, whereas the
database server learns nothing about the data accessed
by users or about her credentials.Our scheme has the
advantages as follows: First, our scheme maintains the
privacy property of oblivious transfer and offers access
control mechanism. Second, it allows the expressive access control polices that directly supports AND, OR and
Threshold gates. Third, the communication complexity
in our scheme is constant in the numbers of records which
have been accessed. Fourth, our scheme is constructed in
prime order bilinear group.
Keywords: Access control, bilinear maps, ciphertext policy
attribute based encryption, linear secret sharing, oblivious
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1

Introduction

With the advent of cloud computing, more and more organizations plan to adopt the cloud computing service.
However, the concerns for the security and privacy make
them hesitate to adopt this service. While the encryption techniques can be employed to protect the outsourced
data, the cloud service providers can still collect the sensitive information on who accesses the outsourced data,
and how she accesses them. To address the problem, researchers proposed to employ the oblivious transfer (OT,
for short) [7] primitive to preserve the users privacy. However, oblivious transfer in its basic form has no access
control functionality, that is, the users can obtain any
files chosen by them without any restrictions. To distin-

guish the authorized users from the unauthorized users,
access control mechanisms are introduced in such a way
that only the authorized users are allowed to access data,
whereas the unauthorized users cannot. However, traditional access control mechanisms assume the items being
requested are knowledgeable.
To preserve the users’ privacy and let access control mechanism be enforced by the service provider
(database), researchers proposed oblivious transfer with
access control mechanism which, for each record of the
database, defines an access control policy that determines the attributes, roles and rights which the user needs
to possess to access this record. To meet the requirements for the maximal amount of privacy, this mechanism
should provide guarantees as follows:
1) The record can be accessed by only the authorized
users.
2) Which record the user has accessed is not learned by
the database provider.
3) The database provider does not learn which attributes the user possesses when the database is accessed by her.
4) Access control mechanism should be flexible enough
to enforce different expressive access control policies.
An encryption scheme is employed to securely share
data among users. The symmetric cryptography and traditional public key cryptography are suitable for the setting in which a user securely share data with another user
that is known to her in advance, that is, the communication model is one-to-one.Furthermore,access to the encrypted data is all or nothing-a user is either able to decrypt and obtain the entire plaintext or she does not learn
anything at all about the plaintext except for its length.
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With the advent of cloud computing, where there exist
a large number of users, the traditional cryptosystem is
insufficient. For instance, the data provider may want to
share data according to some policy based on the recipient’s credentials or attributes and only the data users
satisfying the policy can decrypt. The traditional public
key cryptosystem cannot handle such tasks.
Sahai and Waters [17] first proposed the Attribute
Based Encryption (ABE) scheme to handle the aforementioned problem. In their scheme, the private keys
and ciphertexts are associated with attribute sets, and
a private key can decrypt a ciphertext iff there exists a
match between the attributes of the private key and those
of the ciphertext. Decryption is enabled only if at least
d attributes overlap between a ciphertext and a private
key. Their scheme is useful for error-tolerant encryption
with biometrics, while their scheme is limited to handling
threshold access structure. Since the Attribute Based Encryption scheme is proposed, different ABE schemes and
their applications [15, 12, 6] are presented in terms of flexibility, efficiency, and security. Existing ABE schemes are
classified as Key Policy ABE (KP-ABE) schemes [10, 16]
and Ciphertext Policy ABE (CP-ABE) schemes [2]. In
KP-ABE schemes, keys are associated with access policies, and ciphertexts are identified with attribute sets.Iff
the keys associated with access policies satisfied by the
attributes associated with the ciphertexts are able to decrypt the ciphertexts. In CP-ABE schemes, access policies are associated with the ciphertexts and keys are associated with attributes. If and only if keys associated with
attributes satisfying the access policy associated with the
ciphertext are able to decrypt it.
In the CP-ABE schemes, the data are protected with access polices, and only those users whose attributes satisfy
the access policies are able to decrypt to access them.BSW
scheme [2] are the first to implement CP-ABE scheme
which is expressive and efficient attribute based encryption scheme. However,security proof of their scheme are
based on the generic group model which assumes that
an adversary needs to access an oracle to perform any
group operations. To achieve ciphertext policy attribute
based encryption scheme in the standard model, work
has been done as follows: Cheung and Newport [5] proposed a CP-ABE scheme which construct a policy with
an AND gate under the bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumptions.However, their scheme requires that the number of
system attributes be fixed at setup and the access structure of their scheme only support an AND gate. These
two drawbacks make it less expressive. To enhance the
expressiveness, Goyal, Jain, Pandey, and Sahai [9] proposed Bounded CP-ABE scheme in the standard model.
However, the encryption and decryption complexity blows
up by an n3.42 factor in the worst case, which limits its
usefulness in practice.Lewko et al. [13] proposed a CPABE scheme in the standard model which is expressive,
and adaptively secure. However, their scheme is based
on composite order bilinear group which incurs some
efficiency loss and assumption is non-standard assump-
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tion.To overcome this problem, Waters [19] present a CPABE scheme which is both expressive and is proven secure
under a standard assumption in the standard model.Our
scheme builds on this scheme.
We propose blind expressive ciphertext policy attribute
based encryption scheme to achieve fine grained access
control over the encrypted data. Our scheme has the
advantages as follows: First, our scheme maintains the
privacy property of oblivious transfer and offers access
control mechanism.Second,it allows the expressive access
control polices that directly supports AND, OR and
Threshold gates.Third, the communication complexity
in our scheme is constant in the numbers of records which
have been accessed.Fourth, our scheme is constructed in
prime order bilinear group.
The remainders of our paper are organized as follows:
We discuss related work in Section 2. We introduce preliminaries in Section 3. We present scheme definition,
security game and Blind CP-ABE scheme in Section 4.
We present the scheme construction in Section 5. Blind
Private Key Generation Protocol is presented Section 6.
We propose fully simulatable oblivious transfer with fine
grained access control in Section 7. The performance of
our scheme is evaluated in Section 8. We conclude and
specify the future work in Section 9.

2

Related Work

Coully et al. [7] presented a scheme based on state graphs
where users obtain credentials binding them to a particular state in the graph. This scheme limits the possible transitions between states to enforce access control.
Their scheme has the advantages as follows: (1) It can
be applied to different oblivious transfer schemes; (2) It
permits the access control policies to be changed without
changing the database. Unfortunately, their scheme has
the two following drawbacks: (1) Each time users access
the database, they have to obtain a new credential. (2)
This scheme cannot efficiently express a large class of access policies based on state graphs. Camenisch et al. [3]
presented an oblivious transfer with access control mechanism in which each user can obtain a credential certifying
whether she possesses some attributes used to describe
each record of data. A user can access the record as long
as she possesses these attributes, which makes access policies only support AND condition. To support access policy
in disjunctive form, database server needs to duplicate the
record, which increases the size of database. To directly
support access policy in disjunctive form, Zhang et al. [20]
present oblivious transfer with access control which realizes disjunction without duplication.Their scheme builds
on fully secure attribute based encryption scheme proposed by Lewko et al. [13]. However, their scheme is based
on composite order bilinear group which results in some
efficiency loss. Furthermore, their scheme does not perform key sanity check and ciphertext sanity check. In case
the issuer and the database are malicious, the two users
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which possess the same attributes may decrypt the same Commit (CP, m) → (C, D). This algorithm takes in the
encrypted record to different plaintext record, which does
commitment parameters CP and a message m, and
not guarantee anonymity of the users.
it outputs a pair (C, D).

3
3.1

Preliminaries
Bilinear Map

Let G and GT denote two cyclic groups whose order is
prime order p, and g, u are a generator of G, respectively.
e is a bilinear map e : G×G → GT that has the properties
as follows:
Bilinearity. for any a, b ∈ Zp , e(g a , ub ) = e(g, u)ab .
Nondegenerate. e(g, g) 6= 1GT , e(g, g) is a generator of
GT . If the group operation on G and on the bilinear
map e : G × G → GT are efficiently computable,
then G is a bilinear group. Our scheme employs
the symmetric bilinear map such that: e(g a , ub ) =
e(g, u)ab = e(g b , ua ).

3.2

Access Structure

Let S be the universe of attributes. An access structure [1]
on S is a collection A of non-empty subsets of attributes,
i.e., A ⊆ 2S \ {}. We call the sets in A the authorized
attribute sets, and the sets not in A the unauthorized attribute sets. Specifically, an access structure is monotone
if ∀B, C: if B ∈ A and B ⊆ C, then C ∈ A. In this
scheme, only monotone access structure is handled.

3.3

Decommit (CP, m, C, D) → {0, 1}. This
algorithm
takes in CP, m, C, D, and it outputs 1 if D opens C
to m, else 0.
We employ the Pedersen commitment scheme [14],
where the commitment parameters are a group whose order is prime order p, and random generators (h0 , · · · , hλ ),
where λ is a positive integer. In order to commit to the
values (a1 , · · · , aλ ) ∈ Zλp , select a random $ ∈ Zp and set
Qλ
ai
C = h$
0
i=1 hi and D = $.

3.5

Zero Knowledge Proof

We employ definitions from [8]. A pair of algorithms (P,
V) which interact with each other is a proof of knowledge
(POK) for a relation R = {(γ, δ)} ⊆ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ ,
where knowledge error is λ ∈ [0, 1] if (1) For all (γ, δ) ∈ R,
V(γ) accepts a conversation with P(δ) with probability 1;
(2) There is an expected PPT algorithm KE, called the
knowledge extractor, such that if a cheating prover Pb has
probability ε of convincing V to accept γ, the KE, when
given rewindable black box access to Pb, outputs a witness
δ for γ with probability ε − λ.
A proof system (P, V) is perfect zero-knowledge if there
is a PPT algorithm Sim, the simulator, such that for any
PPT cheating verifier Vb and for any (γ, δ) ∈ R, the output
b
of Vb (γ) after interacting with P(δ) and that of SimV (γ)
are identically distributed.

Linear Secret Sharing Scheme

A secret sharing scheme [1, 4, 18] Π over the attribute set
is called linear over Zp if (1) The shares for each attribute
of a secret form a vector over Zp . (2) There is a matrix M
with h rows and n columns for Π. For any j = 1, · · · , h, let
the function ϕ defined the attribute that labels the j th row
−
as ϕ(j). Given the column vector →
v = (s, x2 , · · · , xn )T ,
−
in which T is the transpose of the vector →
v , s is the secret
that will be shared, and x2 , · · · , xn ∈ Zp are uniformly at
−
random picked, then M →
v is the vector of h shares of the
−
secret s based on Π. The share (M →
v )j belongs to the
attribute ϕ(j).
Let attribute set S ∈ A ∧ S ∈ S be any authorized
attribute set, and let J = {j|j ∈ {1, · · · , h} ∧ ϕ(j) ∈ S}.
Then, there exist constants {ηj ∈ Zp }j∈J such that, if
{sj }j∈J are valid shares of a secret s according to Π, then
Πj∈J ηj sj = s.

3.6

Our Scheme Overview

An oblivious transfer with fine grained access control
from ciphertext policy attribute based encryption is run
between the parties as follows: one credential issuer I,
one database DB, and one or many users U1 , · · · , UZ ,
where Z is a positive integer. DB hosts a database
((m1 , A1 ), · · · , (mN , AN )), where ml (l = 1, · · · , N ) is protected by access structure Al (l = 1, · · · , N ). Each access
structure Al describes the attribute set that a user must
possess to access ml . Each user U possesses attribute set
SU , and she can access messages ml if and only if her SU
satisfies access structure Al . A credential issuer I certifies
whether user U possesses attribute set SU .
The proposed scheme divides the interaction between
parties into three phases as follows: A credential issuing
phase, an initialization phase, and a transfer phase. In
the credential issuing phase, a user U asks I to certify she
3.4 Commitment Scheme
has the attribute set SU . If certification succeeds, I issues
A commitment scheme comprises the three algorithms as U a credential on attributes SU . In the initialization phase,
DB encrypts messages ml (l = 1, · · · , N ) under the correfollows:
sponding access structure Al (l = 1, · · · , N ), sends cipherSetup (1κ ) → CP. This algorithm takes in a security pa- text (C1 , · · · , CN ) to each user U. In the transfer phase,
rameter κ, and it outputs the commitment parame- the user U proves in zero-knowledge proof possession of
ters CP.
a credential on her attribute set SU to DB, and gets a
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private key P riKeySU associated to her attribute set SU
from DB. If her SU satisfies access structure Al , she can
decrypt all the ciphertexts Cl (l = 1, · · · , N ) to recover
plaintext messages ml (l = 1, · · · , N ).
DB employs a ciphertext policy attribute based encryption scheme [19] to encrypt plaintext messages
(ml )(l = 1, · · · , N ) under the corresponding access structure Al (l = 1, · · · , N ). In a CP-ABE scheme, a ciphertext
C is associated with access structure A, whereas a private
key P riKeyS is associated with the user’s attribute set
S. If the attribute set S satisfies the access structure A,
then the private key P riKeyS can decrypt the ciphertext
C to recover plaintext message m.
In the transfer phase, the user U who possesses attribute set SU can obtain a private key P riKeyS of the
CP-ABE scheme from the database DB. In traditional
CP-ABE schemes, the Private Key Generator (PKG, for
short) needs to learn the attribute set SU to calculate a
private key. Whereas the privacy properties in our scheme
require the database acting as PKG should not learn the
attribute set SU . Furthermore, DB assures that the user
U only obtains the private keys associated with the attribute set SU . To handle these problems, we propose the
expressive CP-ABE scheme with a blind key generation,
where the user U proves in zero-knowledge proof possession of a credential on her attributes SU to DB, and then
she obtains a private key associated with SU in a blind
manner, such that DB does not learn SU .
We require authenticated communication between a
user U and the issuer I, whereas communication between
DB and U should be anonymous.

3.7

Credential Signature Scheme

The signature scheme comprises the following algorithms:
1) KeyGen (1κ ). The key generation algorithm takes in a
security parameter κ, and outputs a keypair (sk, vk).
2) Sign (sk, m1 , · · · , mN ).The signing algorithm takes
in a private signing key sk and one or more messages
m1 , · · · , mN , and outputs the signature α.
3) Verify (vk, α, m1 , · · · , mN ).
The verification algorithm takes in a signature,messages(s)
pair(α,(m1 , · · · , mN )) and verification key vk, and
outputs 1 if the signature verification is valid, 0 otherwise.
We extend a signature scheme with two protocols to
achieve a credential scheme.First, a user U and a credential issuer I engage in an issuing protocol Issue by
means of which U obtains a signature from I on a committed message Cml = Commit (CP, ml , Decommit), where
l = 1, · · · , N . Second, a protocol Show allows U to prove
possession of a signature by I on a committed messages
Cml to a verifier. To prevent users from colluding their
credentials and to securely realize any credential scheme,
we employ an ideal functionality Fcredential as follows:
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* On receiving (issue, att) from Uz (z = 1, · · · , Z),
where Z is a positive integer, and att ∈ S, where
S is the universe of attributes, it sends (issue, U , att)
to I that sends back a bit β. If β = 1, then att is
added to SUz , and β is sent to Uz ; else β is simply
sent to Uz .
* On receiving (Show, S ? ) from Uz , in which the cardinality of attribute set S ? is q, where q is a positive
integer, if S ? ⊆ SU , (verify, valid, q) is sent to Uz
and to the verifier; else, (verify, invalid, q) is sent
to Uz and to the verifier.

3.8

k-out-of-N Oblivious Transfer

An oblivious transfer scheme [3, 11] comprises four algorithms (SI , RI , ST , RT ). In the initialization phase, an
interactive protocol is run by the sender and the receiver.
A state value S0 is obtained by the sender via running
SI (m1 , · · · , mN ), and a state value R0 is obtained by
the receiver via running RI . Then, during the transfer
phase, the sender and receiver interactively conduct ST ,
RT , respectively, k times as follows:
1) In the adaptive OTN
k×1 case, where 1 ≤ l ≤ k, the
lth transfer proceeds as follows: the state value Sl
is obtained by the sender via running ST (Sl−1 ), and
the receiver runs RT (Rl−1 , σl ) in which 1 ≤ σl ≤ N is
the index of the message to be received. The receiver
obtains state information Rl and the message m∗σl or
⊥ which indicates protocol failure.
2) In the non-adaptive OTN
k case, the parties conduct
the protocol as in the aforementioned case. However,
for each round l < k,the algorithm RT (Rl−1 , σl ) does
not return a message. At the end of the k th transfer,
RT (Rk−1 , σk ) returns the messages (m∗σ1 , · · · , m∗σN )
in which for l = 1, · · · , N , each m∗σl is a valid message or the symbol ⊥ which indicates protocol failure.
Our scheme employs k-out-of-N oblivious transfer realizing the ideal functionality FOT . The functionality
FOT performs as follows:
* On receiving (Initialize, (ml , Al )l=1,··· ,N )
from DB, it sets DB ← (ml , Al )l=1,··· ,N .
* On receiving (transfer, σ1 , · · · , σk ) from Uz , it
proceeds as follows: It sends (receive, k) to DB.
If DB is honest, FOT sets {βl = 1}kl=1 , else, DB
sends back (transfer, {βl }kl=1 ). For l = 1 to k,
if βl = 1, FOT sets m∗σl = mσl ; else FOT sends
back ⊥. FOT returns (transfer, m∗σ1 , · · · , m∗σk )
to Uz .
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Blind Expressive Ciphertext
Policy Attribute Based Encryption

Challenge. The attacker submits two plaintext messages
m0 and m1 with |m0 | = |m1 | and a challenge access structure A∗ to the challenger with the restriction that none of the attribute sets S1 , · · · , SQ1 from
Phase 1 satisfy the access structure A∗ . The challenger flips a random coin β, and encrypts mβ under
4.1 Scheme Definition
A∗ . The resulting ciphertext CT∗ is given to the atDefinition 1. Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryptacker.
tion (CP-ABE) scheme [19] comprises the four algorithms
as follows:
Phase 2. Phase 1 is repeated with the restriction that
none of the attribute sets SQ1 +1 , · · · , SQ satisfy the
ABE.Setup(1k ) → (M S, P P ) : . It takes in a security paaccess structure A∗ in the challenge phase.
rameter κ. It outputs a master secret MS employed
to generate the users’ private keys and the public pa- Guess. The attacker outputs a guess β ∗ ∈ {0, 1} of β, if
rameters P P defining system attribute sets S which
β ∗ = β, the attacker wins.
are employed by all parties in the scheme.
Definition 2. A CP-ABE scheme is secure against choABE.Encrypt(P P, A, m) → CTA . It takes in the public sen plaintext attacks (CPA) if no probabilistic polynoparameters P P , the plaintext message m and the ac- mial time attackers have non-negligible advantage in the
cess structure A over a set of attributes specifying aforementioned game, where the advantage is defined as
which users are able to decrypt to recover the plain- |Pr[β ∗ = β] − 12 |.
text message. It outputs the ciphertext CTA associated with access structure A.

4.3

Blind Expressive Ciphertext Policy

ABE.P riKeyGen(M S, S) → P riKeyS . It takes in the
Attribute Based Encryption with
master secret M S, and the attribute set of user
Fine Grained Access Control
S ⊆ S. It outputs the private key of user P riKeyS
In the proposed oblivious transfer with fine grained access
associated with the attribute set of user S.
control (AC-OT) scheme, the database DB acts as PKG.
ABE.Decrypt(CTA , P riKeyS ) → M . It takes in the When a user U who possesses attribute set SU makes a
CTA and the private key P riKeyS . It outputs the request for DB, DB will check whether U possesses the
plaintext message m if attribute set S satisfies the credential of SU , if so, calculates P riKeySU .
In traditional CP-ABE scheme due to [19], when a user
access structures A, else it returns ⊥.
U asks a private key associated with her attribute set SU ,
Correctness. A CP-ABE scheme is correct when PKG will learn SU to check whether U possesses the atfor all security parameters κ, all messages m, tributes SU , and calculate the private key P riKeySU by
all sets of attributes S, access structures A, all running ABE.P riKeyGen algorithm. Whereas, in the
master secrets M S and public parameters P P proposed scheme, DB will accomplish the tasks without
output by ABE.Setup algorithm, all private keys learning SU . To handle the problem, we extend tradiP riKeyS output by ABE.P riKeyGen algorithm, tional CP-ABE scheme with a blind private key generation
all ciphertexts CTA output by ABE.Encrypt protocol ABE.BlindP riKeyGen.
algorithm, if a set of attributes S satisfies
access structure A, the following proposition Definition 3. If the underlying CP-ABE scheme
ABE.P riKeyGen,
ABE.Encrypt,
holds: ABE.Decrypt(ABE.Encrypt(P P , A, m), (ABE.Setup,
ASE.Decrypt) is secure and ABE.BlindP riKeyGen
P riKeys ) = m.
can be securely realized, then a blind CP-ABE scheme
(ABE.Setup, ABE.BlindP riKeyGen, ABE.Encrypt,
4.2 Security Model for Ciphertext Policy ABE.Decrypt) is secure.

Attribute Based Encryption Scheme
We describe a security model for CP-ABE scheme using
a security game between a challenger and an attacker as
follows:

4.4

Additional Properties for a Blind CPABE Scheme

We employ blind CP-ABE scheme as a tool for constructing
Setup. The challenger runs the ABE.Setup algorithm oblivious transfer with fine-grained access control.
which generates (M S, P P ) and gives the attacker
Efficient POK for master secret. Our AC-OT conPP.
structions require an efficient zero-knowledge proof
of knowledge protocol for the statement POK{(msk) :
Phase 1. The attacker makes repeated private keys asso(P P, msk) ∈ Setup(1κ )}.
ciated with attribute sets S1 , · · · , SQ1 , respectively.
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Committing CP-ABE scheme. To construct AC-OT
protocols, we require our blind CP-ABE scheme
should be committing.
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attd ∈ S(1 ≤ d ≤ |S|), it selects a corresponding td ∈ Z∗p , and sets Td = g td (1 ≤ d ≤ |S|).
The public parameters are published as: P P =
(D, g, e(g, g)µ , g θ , {Td }1≤d≤|S| ), where e(g, g)µ can be
pre-computed. The master secret is M S = g µ .

The committing property requires that, given a ciphertext CT associated with an access structure A, two different private keys associated with two different attribute
sets satisfying A will yield a same plaintext message when
the ciphertext CT is decrypted, which prevents a mali- ABE.Encrypt(P P, (M, ϕ), m) → CT(M,ϕ) . The encryption algorithm encrypts a message m ∈ GT under
cious database DB from calculating mal-formed cipherthe access structure A = (M, ϕ), employing the pubtexts, which makes the anonymity of the user be guaranlic parameters P P . Let access matrix M be an mateed. Two algorithms are defined as follows:
trix with h rows and n columns. The algorithm se−
lects the column vector →
v = (s, x2 , · · · , xn )T ∈ Znp ,
ABE.KeySanityCheck. This is a private key sanity
−
where
T
is
the
transpose
of the vector →
v , x2 , · · · , xn
check algorithm. It takes in public parameters P P ,
→
−
are
uniformly
at
random
chosen
and
v
is employed
attribute set S, and private key P riKeyS associated
to
share
the
secret
encryption
exponent
s. For any
with S, and it outputs Valid if checks pass, else
→
−
th
j
=
1,
·
·
·
,
h,
then
s
=
M
v
is
j
share
of
the secret
Invalid.
j
j
s according to Π, where Mj is the vector correspondABE.CiphertextSanityCheck. This is a ciphertext saning to the j th row of M . Furthermore, the algorithm
ity check algorithm. It takes in public parameters
selects random elements cj ∈ Zp (j = 1, · · · , h). The
P P and the ciphertext CT , and it outputs Valid if
resulting ciphertext is constructed and calculated as
P P and the ciphertext CT are honestly generated,
follows:
else Invalid.
Definition 4. (Committing CP-ABE Scheme.)
A
CT(M,ϕ) = ((M, ϕ), Eb , E, {Ej , Fj }j=1,··· ,h ).
(blind) CP-ABE scheme is committing if and only if:
Eb = g s
(1) It is secure according to Definition 1; (2) Each
E = m · e(g, g)µs
PPT attacker A has a negligible advantage in κ in
−c
Ej = g θsj Tϕ(j)j
the game as follows: First, A outputs public parameters P P , a ciphertext CT associated with acFj = g cj .
cess structure A and two different attribute sets S
and S ∗ satisfying A. If ABE.CiphertextSanityCheck
outputs Invalid, then aborts, else the challenger
runs the ABE.BlindP riKeyGen protocol with the at- P riKeyGen(M S, S) → P riKeyS . The private key gentacker A twice on input (P P , S) and (P P , S ∗ )
eration algorithm takes in the master secret M S and
The challenger
to obtain P riKeys and P riKeys∗ .
the attribute set of the user S ⊆ S. For every user,
runs ABE.KeySanityCheck(P P , S, P riKeyS ) and
it selects a random r ∈ Z∗p employed to prevent col∗
ABE.KeySanityCheck(P P , S , P riKeyS ∗ ) and aborts
lusion attacks through which the different users can
if the output of any of them is Invalid. The attacker
pool their attributes to decrypt the ciphertext that
A’s advantage is defined to be: |P r[ABE.Decrypt(CTA , S,
they cannot decrypt individually and calculates the
P riKeyS ) 6= P r[ABE.Decrypt(CTA , S ∗ , P riKeyS ∗ )]|.
private key P riKeyS as follows:

5

Scheme Construction

Blind expressive ciphertext policy attribute based encryption scheme employed to enforce fine-grained access control on the encrypted data is constructed as follows:

P riKeyS

=

(Kb , Db , {Kd }d∈S ).

Kb

= g µ+θ·r

Db

= gr

Kd

= Tdr .

ABE.Setup(1k ) → (M S, P P ). The setup algorithm calls
the group generator algorithm G(1κ ) and obtains the
descriptions of the two groups G and GT and the bi- ABE.Decrypt(CT(M,ϕ) , P riKeyS ) → m. The
decryplinear map D = (p, G, GT , g, e), in which p is the
tion algorithm takes in CT(M,ϕ) and P riKeyS . If
prime order of the cyclic groups G and GT , g is a
attribute set S satisfies the access structure (M, ϕ),
generator of G and e is a bilinear map. The universe
and let J = {j : j ∈ {1, · · · , h} ∧ ϕ(j) ∈ S}. Then,
of system attributes are S = {att1 , att2 , · · · , att|S| },
there exist constants {ηj ∈ Zp }j∈J such that, if
where |S| is the cardinality of the universe S of
{sj }j∈J are valid shares of a secret s according to
system attributes. It selects the random expoM , then Πj∈J ηj sj = s. The decryption algorithm
nents t1 , t2 , · · · , t|S| , θ, µ ∈ Z∗p . For each attribute
performs as follows:
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Step 1. It calculates
Y
V1 =
((e(Ej , Db )e(Fj , Kϕ(j) ))ηj
j∈J

=

Y

−c
r
))ηj
(e(g θsj Tϕ(j)j , g r )e(g cj , Tϕ(j)

j∈J

=

e(g, g)

P

j∈J

P

=

e(g, g)θr

=

e(g, g)θrs .

θrsj ηj

j∈J

sj ηj

Step 2. It calculates
V2
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3) I generates a credential for SU , i.e. Cred(SU ), and
sends it to U .
4) U obtains Cred(SU ).
We employ full simulatable k-out-of-N oblivious transfer scheme and the credential scheme.I runs KeyGen(1κ )
of the credential scheme to generate (P riKeyI , P KI ).
DB runs ABE.Setup(1k ) to generate P P , M S. U
have both P KI and P P . A blind private key generation protocol for CP-ABE scheme is depicted as follows.
BlindPriKeyGen():

= e(Eb , Kb )/V1
= e(g s , g µ+θ·r )/e(g, g)θrs
= e(g, g)µs .

1) U calculates commitments {(Comi , Decomi )
Commit(i)}i∈S and sends {Comi }i∈S to DB.

=

2) U proves in zero-knowledge possession of credential
Cred(SU ) to DB.

Step 3. It calculates
3) If the proof fails, abort.
E/V2

=

m · e(g, g)µs /e(g, g)µs

=

m.

This scheme is provided with a zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge of the statement P OK{(M S) :
(P P, M S) ∈ Setup(1κ )} that is given by
P OK{(θ, g µ ) : g θ ∧ e(g, g µ )}.
We prove that this CP-ABE scheme is committing
as follows:
ABE.KeySanityCheck(P P, S, P riKeyS ). Parse
P riKeyS as (Kb , Db , {Kd }d∈S )), and checks
whether e(Kb , g) = e(g θ , Db ) · e(g, g)µ and for any
attribute d ∈ S, e(g, Kd ) = e(Db , Td ) holds. If so, it
outputs Valid, else Invalid.

4) DB runs P riKeyGen(M S, S) → P riKeyS to generate P riKeyS = (Kb = g µ+θ·r , Db = g r , {Kd =
Tdr }d∈S ). DB as a sender and U as a receiver runs a
full simulatable k-out-of-N oblivious transfer protocol.
5) U inputs S as selection values.
6) DB inputs commitments {comi }i∈S and {Kd }d∈S as
messages to be received.
7) U obtains {Kd }d∈S .
8) DB returns nothing.
9) DB sends Kb , Db to U .

10) U sets P riKeyS = (Kb = g µ+θ·r , Db = g r , {Kd
ABE.CiphertextSanityCheck(P P, CT(M,ϕ) . Parse
s
µs
= Tdr }d∈S ) and calls ABE.KeySanityCheck(P P ,
CT(M,ϕ) as ((M, ϕ), Eb = g , E = m · e(g, g) ,
−c
S, P riKeyS ), if the output is Valid, U obtains
{Ej = g θsj Tϕ(j)j , Fj = g cj }j=1,··· ,h ). Check whether
Q
Q
PriKey
−1
S.
ηj
= ϕ(j)∈S e(Fj , Tϕ(j) )ηj ·e(g θ , Eb )
ϕ(j)∈S e(Ej , g)
holds. If so, output Valid; if not, output Invalid.
As a result, U obtains a private key associated with S
and DB does not learn anything about S.

6

Blind Private Key Generation
Protocol

A blind private key generation protocol is employed to
extend CP-ABE scheme to enforce fine-grained access
control on the encrypted data. Assuming database
DB and credential issuer I operate on a universe S of
attribute. U obtains a credential certifying that U has
attribute set S from I. U and I engage in the credential
issuing protocol as follows.
Issue():
1) U obtains SU ← SU ∪ {att} and sends SU to I.
2) I checks SU .

Theorem 1. This Blind Private Key Generation protocol
can securely realize FBP KG .
Proof. We define a simulator SimBP KG which runs A as
a subroutine and interacts with FBP KG . Given a real
world attacker A, we construct an ideal world attacker
A∗ such that no environment E can distinguish between
the real and the ideal world. Security is proved under a
secure credential scheme and a secure oblivious transfer
scheme. The secure credential scheme implies a simulator
SimCredential which interacts with FCredential and E such
that E cannot distinguish between the real and the ideal
world. The secure oblivious transfer scheme implies a
simulator SimOT which interacts with FOT and E such
that E cannot distinguish the real world from the ideal
world.
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Fully Simulatable Oblivious
The cases are not considered as follows: All parties are 7
honest, all parties are dishonest, the issuer is the only
Transfer with Fine Grained
honest party, or the issuer is the only dishonest party,
Access Control
since theses cases have no real practical interest.
For the remaining each case, we define a sequence of
games to prove the indistinguishability between the real Definition 5. (Functionality FSOT F GAC ) Functionality
and ideal worlds. Let Adv[Game I] denotes the advantage FSOT F GAC performs as follows:
that E distinguishes between the ensemble of Game I and
* On receiving (issue, att) from Uz , in which att ∈ S,
that of the real execution. We consider the four cases as
it sends (issue, Uz , att) to I that sends back a bit β.
follows.
If β = 1, then att is added to SUz , and β is sent to
Uz ; else β is simply sent to Uz .
Case 1. When attacker A corrupts the issuer I and the
database DB, the ensembles REALA,E and IDEALA∗ ,E
are computationally indistinguishable provided that the
credential scheme is secure and the oblivious transfer
scheme is secure.

* On receiving (initialize, (ml , Al )l=1,··· ,N ) from
DB, it sets DB ← (ml , Al )l=1,··· ,N .
* On receiving (transfer, S) from Uz , it proceeds as
follows: If DB 6= ⊥, it sends transfer to DB that
returns a bit β. If β = 0 or DB = ⊥, it sends ⊥ to
Uz . If β = 1 and S satisfies access structures Al , it
sends (m∗1 , · · · , m∗N ) to Uz .

Proof. By applying all the changes represented in
SimCredential , the environment E cannot distinguish between the real world and the ideal world provided that the
credential scheme is secure. By applying all the changes
represented in SimOT , the environment E cannot distin7.1 Construction
guish between the real world and the ideal world, provided
that the oblivious transfer scheme is secure. Therefore, Our construction employs the blind CP-ABE scheme to
this distribution is identical to that of SimBP KG .
certify the attributes of users and to enforce fine grained
access control. Here, m1 , · · · , mN ∈ {0, 1}n , and hash
Case 2. When attacker A corrupts the database DB, the functions H : m → {0, 1}n are modelled as a random
ensembles REALA,E and IDEALA∗ ,E are computationally oracle. Credential Issuing phase is depicted in Section 6.
indistinguishable provided that the credential scheme is se- Initialization phase is depicted as follows:
cure and the oblivious transfer scheme is secure.
1) DBI : Select (P P, M S) ← ABE.Setup(1k ).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Case 1.
2) DBI : Select random values Wl ∈ GT , and for l =
Case 3. When attacker A corrupts some users, the en1, · · · , N set:
sembles REALA,E and IDEALA∗ ,E are computationally
Al = ABE.Encrypt(P P, Al , Wl )
indistinguishable, provided that the credential scheme is
M
secure,the oblivious transfer scheme is secure and the
Bl = H(Wl )
ml
commitment scheme is binding.
Cl = (Al , Bl ).
Proof. By applying all the changes represented in
SimCredential , the environment E cannot distinguish be- 3) DBI :
Execute P oK{(M S):
(P P, M S) ∈
tween the real world and the ideal world, provided that
ABE.Setup(1k )}.
the credential scheme is secure. By applying all the
changes represented in SimOT , the environment E cannot 4) DBI : Send {P P, C1 , · · · , CN } to U .
distinguish between the real world and the ideal world,
5) UI :
If the proof does not verify,
or
provided that the oblivious transfer scheme is secure. If
ABE.CiphertextSanityCheck returns Invalid,
the selection values σ1 , · · · , σk generated by SimOT is difthese ciphertexts are rejected.
ferent from attribute sets S generated by SimOT , it means
that A can de-commit any of the commitments to two dif- 6) UI : R0 = (P P, (C1 , · · · , CN )).
ferent values, which happens with negligible probability
since the commitment scheme is binding. Therefore, this 7) DBI : Return S0 = (P P, M S).
distribution is identical to that of SimBP KG .
In the lth transfer, BlindPriKeyGen() is run, and U
Case 4. When attacker A corrupts the issuer I and some obtains PriKeyS . Transfer phase is depicted as follows:
users U , the ensembles REALA,E and IDEALA∗ ,E are 1) UT : If BlindPriKeyGen() fails, then m∗ = ⊥.
l
computationally indistinguishable provided that the credential scheme is secure, the oblivious transfer scheme is 2) UT : Else for l = 1 to N , UT checks whether S satisfies the access structure Al . If so, U runs Wσl =
secure and the commitment scheme is binding.
ABE.Decrypt(P P, Aσl , PL
riKeyS ), and obtains the
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Case 3.
messages m∗σl = H(Wσl ) Bσl ; otherwise, m∗σl = ⊥.
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3) UT : Return Rl = (Rl−1 , m∗σl , S).
4) DBT : Return Sl = (Sl−1 ).
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By summation, it holds that Adv[Game 3]−Adv[Game 0] =
Adv[Game 3] is negligible.

The encryption technique employed is secure in the ran- Case 2. When the real world attacker A corrupts DB, the
ensembles REALA,E and IDEALA∗ ,E are computationally
dom oracle model.
indistinguishable provided that secure is the blind private
key generation with access control in the random oracle
7.2 Proof of Security
model,proofs of knowledge are extractable, and the CPTheorem 2. F
is securely realized by fully sim- ABE is committing.
SOT F GAC

ulatable oblivious transfer with fine grained access control.
Proof. This proof is similar to that of Case 1.
Proof. Given a real world attacker A, we construct an
ideal world attacker A∗ such that no environment E can
distinguish between the real and the ideal world.The cases
are not considered as follows: all parties are honest, all
parties are dishonest, the issuer is the only honest party,
or the issuer is the only dishonest party, since theses cases
have no real practical interest.
For the remaining each case, we define a sequence of
games to prove the indistinguishability between the real
world and the ideal world. Let Adv[Game I] denotes the
advantage that E distinguishes between the ensemble of
Game I and that of the real execution. We define some
set of negligible functions in which υn () denotes the nth
function. We consider the four cases as follows.
Case 1. When the real world attacker A corrupts I and
DB, the ensembles REALA,E and IDEALA∗ ,E are computationally indistinguishable provided that proofs of knowledge are extractable, the CP-ABE is committing and secure is the blind private key generation with access control
in the random oracle model.

Case 3. When the real world attacker A corrupts some
users Uz , the ensembles REALA,E and IDEALA∗ ,E are
computationally indistinguishable provided that secure is
the blind private key generation with access control in the
random oracle model, proofs of knowledge are zero knowledge, and the CP-ABE scheme is secure.
Proof.
Game 0. In this game, the honest real world DB and I
interacts with the real world cheating user U . Hence,
Adv[Game0] = 0.
Game 1. This game is the same as Game 0, except
that a simulated proof is employed to replace
the proof of knowledge POK{M S : (P P, M S) ∈
ABE.Setup(1k )}. Based on the zero-knowledge
property of the zero-knowledge proof, it holds that
Adv[Game 1] − Adv[Game 0] ≤ υ1 (κ).

Game 2. This game is the same as Game 1, except that
we employ all the changes presented in SimBP KG .
The secure blind private key generation with access
Game 0. In this game, the dishonest real world DB
control protocol implies that protocol execution in
and I interacts with the real world honest users Uz .
the real world is indistinguishable from the interHence, Adv[Game0] = 0.
action between SimBP KG and FBP KGAC . Hence,
Adv[Game
2] − Adv[Game 1] ≤ υ2 (κ).
Game 1. This game is the same as Game 0, except that
the knowledge extractor is employed to extract M S
from the proof of knowledge POK{M S : (P P, M S) ∈ Game 3. This game is the same as Game 2, except that
random values are employed to replace B1 , · · · , BN .
ABE.Setup(1k )}.
Since this extractor succeeds
We construct an algorithm A which breaks the sewith all but negligible probability, Adv[Game 1] −
curity of the CP-ABE with non-negligible advantage.
Adv[Game 0] ≤ υ1 (κ).
The challenger of the security game of the CP-ABE
gives the public parameters of the CP-ABE to A. For
Game 2. This game is the same as Game 1, except
l = 1 to N, A selects a random P0 ,sets P1 = Al
that all ill-formed ciphertexts detected by running
and sends (P0 , P1 ) to the challenger. The challenger
ABE.CiphertextSanityCheck are rejected. The
tosses a fairly binary coin β and sends back a chalcommitting CP-ABE scheme ensures that if a cipherlenge ciphertext Al = ABE.Encrypt(P P, Al , Pβ ). A
text is valid via ABE.CiphertextSanityCheck, then
continues the simulation. On receiving a query, if it
it decrypts to the same message by employing any
is not equal to P0 , or P1 then A returns ⊥. If it is
valid private key.Hence, Adv[Game 2]−Adv[Game 1] =
P0 , A sets β ∗ = 0, else, A sets β ∗ = 1. A sends β ∗
0.
to the challenger. The distribution in Game 3 is the
Game 3. This game is the same as Game 2, except
same as that of the simulation. Hence, it holds that
that it carries out all the changes depicted in
Adv[Game 3] − Adv[Game 2] ≤ υ3 (κ).
SimBP KG . Since the blind private key generation
with fine grained access control is secure, it holds By summation, it holds that Adv[Game 3]−Adv[Game 0] =
that Adv[Game 3] − Adv[Game 2] ≤ υ3 (κ).
Adv[Game 3] is negligible.
Proof.
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